To whom it may concern this letter is regards to the proposed fee on filing a LOP on a mark. This fee would truly hinder independent artists and creators. A few examples would be The words white Christmas listed here.

http://tmsearch.uspto.gov/bin/showfield?f=doc&state=4801:y3nzun.5.20

Fat Tuesday listed here, this person actively enforces fat tuesday so if you were to search amazon for say a fat tuesday tshirt you cannot find or buy one even though it has been used by people for Mardi gras forever. they are not even creative enough to register a logo.

http://tmsearch.uspto.gov/bin/showfield?f=doc&state=4801:y3nzun.6.1

The word deplorables is also trademarked and enforced, a real dictionary word with a S at the end.

Thank you for your time and consideration

Brandon Carter